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How to Set a Goal To Rank in Google Top 10 and Achieve It

R

anking in Google top 10 will help you drive more traffic to your site.
Chitika conducted a research, and found that when your web page

appears at the top listing in Google, you’ll get 34% more clicks and
visitors to your site. This is why aiming for that top spot is important.
If you’ve tried in the past and failed, you’re not alone. Since I started
marketing in 2007, I had the same sad story until 2014, when I mastered
effective SEO. I’ll show you exactly how to get results.
Truly, every site owner desires to stay at the top ten on Google as they
work their way to top 3, and then the Holy Grail - #1 position.
This is a priority of any business with a website. Well, some businesses
may have websites as a formality without expecting real sale from
customers, but for those businesses with the eye on the millions, ranking
top on Google is a priority.
How can someone set a goal to rank top ten on Google and achieve it?
This is a question many people would normally ask themselves or even
when you look at their action, they are attempting to answer it.
To set a goal to rank top ten on Google, you need to follow some steps.
These steps will open your eyes but also help you be focused on the
important issues and not just on things. You need to look at these steps
carefully and see how they can help you.
Understand the market
This is the first thing you need to do when you want to double your
search traffic. Regardless of the business or sector you are in, you need
to understand the online market you want to target.

Are they students, young adult, old people or men? Are they single ladies
or married ladies, divorced or widowed? Are they rich people or medium
class or poor online users? Who form your target market? You need to
understand your market well.
When you understand your market, you will begin to think on how to
reach them online. Which kind of sites they browse and for how long.
If you’re a B2B marketer, understand this: top executives don’t just
browse any site online; they visit specific and fewer websites because
they don’t have time to waste. You’ve got to be so precise and brief if
you want to capture their attention.
Understand the Strengths and Weaknesses of your product or service
If you want to get more people to visit your site from the search engine,
you’ve to realise that not everyone will respond. Because your message
may not be suitable or right for them. And it’s totally okay.
Knowing your strength and weakness will guide you to target only those
who are interested in your content or product. In fact why not consider
doing SWOT analysis of your product or service?
Strengths of your product will help you when you are doing marketing.
Weaknesses of your product or service will prepare you for questions
potential clients will ask you.
When you know the areas of weaknesses of your product, you will see
how you can develop a response which appear like the said weakness is
a mere strategy but not necessarily a weakness.
You also need to understand what the possible opportunities your
product or service is opening up for you. This will help you to evaluate
them and see which one you want to embrace.

You also will need to understand the possible threats your product or
service has brought on you. When you offer certain products or services,
you are likely to face some threats from different sources.
These threats will target the product or service and, or your business.
These threats are originating from different sources including competitors,
authority

sites,

business

related

sites

like

Techcrunch.com

and

Mashable.com and several others.
Understand the competitors
The third thing you need to do is to understand who you are competing
with. When you know your competitors, you will begin to plan well.
You need to know their history, their success in the market, how long it
took them to succeed, where they failed, why they failed and many other
things.
You also need to know the number of your competitors and those
competitors with the largest share of the market. Ensure that you look
into all the issues surrounding the competitors.
This is very important going forward especially as you’re setting up a
goal. When you have competitors occupying the top Google listings, your
goal could be to leverage areas they’ve been missing out on. For
example, if render plumbing services, the big sites may be ranking for
highly-competitive keywords such as ‘plumbing services, plumber service
etc.’
Don’t try to rank for those keywords. Go deeper, and target keywords
such as ‘best plumbing services in NY, find a plumber online, how to find
a plumber, affordable plumber services online’ etc.
If you’ve lots of web pages ranking higher than yours, one of your goals
should be to spy the competitor’s site address and find hidden long-tail
keywords that they’re not ‘TRULY’ targeting in their content.

Aim for something: Set a Goal
First, you’ve to make your goal achievable and measurable. When you
want to rank top ten on Google, You need to set a goal. If you say that
you want to rank #1 position, that’s not a realistic goal because your
competitors are already there.
But you can set a goal of ranking position ten, then 5 and finally 1 or 2.
The joy of doing SEO isn’t the top rankings that you’ll achieve eventually,
but the lessons and discoveries you’ll make on your way to the top.
This SEO goal will help you in the next step as you will now be
identifying your objectives in order to achieve the goal.
Come up with SEO plan
Once you have set a goal, you need to come up with SEO plan. How will
the plan look like and what will be covered in that plan?
SEO has three parts which I normally talk about. The first part is the
person. The second part is the strategies and the third part is the
implementation and monitoring.
You can plan to do SEO yourself or through in house SEO worker. You
can also plan to do SEO using independent virtual assistant and give
advice on what needs to be done. In all, you need to sharpen your SEO
skills.
Alternatively, you can hire SEO firm who will do everything and all you
will be seeing are the reports and changes in ranking. Your decision will
largely depend on the availability of time, skills in SEO and resources;
money.
If you want to spend less, you may avoid SEO Company and try in
house or yourself. Again if you are limited in skills, you may be forced to
use someone else to do the SEO for you. So make sure to pay attention

as I walk you through some of the important SEO lessons that will
double your traffic in 45 days. Keep reading...

How to Optimize Articles with keywords to Appeal to Users

M

any of us if not all of us will want to have their articles receive
millions of views and a lot of actions like clicks as well as

comments and purchases. This is the main aim of all those who do
article writing.
They invest a lot of dollars in getting quality writers and even give
editors to review independently the articles written. The question many of
us should ask and get answer is how to optimize articles with keywords
to appeal to users?
For your article to appeal, you need to plan well the writing. You need to
do some ground work to ensure the article you are writing will appeal to
others.
If your article does not appeal to others, it will have failed the original
purpose. There are four things you need to plan well to ensure you
achieve the level of appeal you want for your articles.
Take your time and review these four points and see how you can use
them in your next article to achieve greater success.
Pick the right keywords
The first thing you need to do when writing articles is to research the
keywords to use so that you get the right keywords. This is very
important step in article writing and you should not ignore. This is the
first step to write an article which will appeal to readers well. How do
you pick the right keywords?
First, you need to spend time and research keywords. Ask yourself who is
the audience for your article? This will help you to capture the mind of
readers of your articles.

Do keyword research differently: When most bloggers, content marketers
and SEO experts are looking for keywords to target, they tend to use
Google keywords planner. But the problem is, every keyword there is so
competitive. If you’re still struggling to get traffic there, don’t use it.
For example, if you want to rank for any blogging term, Google keywords
planner will make the job more difficult, by giving you highly-competitive
keywords:

Hey, you’ve to think of the keywords people will use to search for
information on products and services online. Take your time and do
quality work. There are millions of keywords that Google haven’t
discovered yet.
Let me show you how to find easy-to-rank keywords that you can literally
dominate in 45 days, when you create at least a 2,500 words article:

Go to Ubersuggest.com.
On the box, copy one of the main highly competitive keywords in the
screenshot above and plug into the box:

Next, click the “suggest” button. Here are super cool long-tail keywords
that your competitors (other related sites) haven’t discovered yet:

Did you notice that some of the keywords above are truly targeted? For
example, ‘how to start a blog course, how to start a blog business, how

to start a blog design business, how to start a company blog.’
Each one of these keywords will generate organic search visitors to your
site (assuming you’re prepared to take on clients who want to design a
new blog).
Listen up: 70% of SEO is simple. We’re the ones who tend to complicate
the whole thing. Personally, I’ve reaped and still generate a lot of search
traffic without doing much link building. In fact, on my recent site where I
sell bags, a site that I started few months ago, I’m getting over 1,500
visitors from Google with just 2 inbound links.
See result for May 2015:

Look at the pie chart; you’ll observe that I get 97.1% new visitors from
search engine. That’s big.
Do I have any hidden strategy? Of course not. Once I pick my keywords
like I showed you earlier (I totally avoid Google keywords planner), I’ll
write a 2000 – 3000 words article. And that’s all. Since these articles are
too long, you don’t have to write & publish every day. Just once every
week or every other week is all you need.

Don’t ignore keyword research. No matter what Google is doing and all
their new updates, they’re still interested in finding the right keywords
that users are typing well placed in your content – especially when your
content is truly useful.
Keyword research is the bedrock of SEO. If you ignore this stage, you
are likely to end up with poor keywords which will not help you in the
long run.
When you pick the right keywords you will have made a right step
towards doubling your search traffic. The next thing you will concentrate
on will be creating the article. To achieve this, you need to move to the
next steps outlined below.
Achieve right keyword density
You may argue that keyword density is an old-SEO advice. But that’s not
true at all. Google themselves advises you to tread carefully avoid having
your content stuffed. Keyword density refers to the general distribution of
the main keyword across the body of your article in comparison to the
length of the content.
An article will have several paragraphs depending on the length of that
article. There is a keyword density that s acceptable. Initially it used to
be high like 5% of late, but today, there is no set ratio or percentage.
What is important is the positioning of the keywords. It’s not just how
many times the keyword appears.
When you’re writing your article, you’ve to use your head and understand
that the readers are not necessarily looking to find the keywords that
brought them to your site (assuming they came from the search engine).
But they’re after solving their problems. So focus on that.

Let me show you how to position your main keyword in the headline and
introduction so that Googlebot (or search spider) will know exactly what
your content is about.
Say your main keyword is “small business marketing methods,” the ideal
headline will begin like any of these:
The Top 5 Small Business Marketing Methods
What Small Business Marketing Methods Work In 2015?
You can see that I added ‘qualifiers’ at the beginning of the headline.
The reason why that is important is so your headline will read natural.
Whether links or content, Google wants it to read smoothly as though
you were never targeting any keyword (but you’ve to).

The truth is that you want to stay off Google’s penalty radar especially
now that your blog hasn’t generated lots of authority links or performed
well in Google. If you start off your headline with the main keyword, there
is every tendency that your headline and content will not appear natural.

So what about the introduction of your article? How do you position your
keywords for maximum organic performance?
Still using the keyword “small business marketing methods,” here’s a
typical spam introduction:
Are you looking for the small business marketing methods that will help you
grow your small business as fast as possible? Well, this post will show you some
of the small business marketing methods that I’ve used in the past 3 months.
They never seize to work for small business owners.

Observations: the main keyword was mentioned twice in the introduction.
This is bad. Two other keywords also appeared, and the writer (not me
please) is just trying to manipulate the search engine whether directly or
indirectly. Listen; there is no need to do that. Here’s a better way to
write introduction, while still retaining the main keyword:

When you start a new business, you may be looking for several
methods to help you drive the right prospects to your site. Trust
me, it was a hard nut for me in 2011, but after reading a few
books, attending several seminars and listening to my mentors, I
want to drill down all the advice into this article. You’ll learn the
five small business marketing methods that will take your small firm
to the top where it belongs.
Observation:

Study

this

introductory

paragraph

carefully

and

you’ll

instantly understand what the article is about. See how I positioned the
main keyword, not at the beginning but close the second paragraph,
because I want to have it surrounded by content. This is known as
contextual linking – and Google rewards it. Again, the first underlined
keyword is right where it is because I wasn’t targeting it directly on my
headline. That makes it natural – and not manipulative.

Use the keywords naturally
I already mentioned how important this is earlier. You may determine the
position of the keyword correctly and even the number of times the
keyword should appear but use the keywords in unnatural manner.
Unnatural manner is where you have forced a keyword somewhere where
it doesn’t read smoothly or belong. It may not be noticed by search
engines but will be a turn off for your readers. And when your readers
are pissed off, search engines will get the signal. Did you say, “But how
will Google know?”
Well, Google spider that crawls fresh web pages doesn’t merely read any
text, but it follows people. Whatever people do will determine what Google
search engine will do.
In other words, if people spend more time on your site, Google will ‘just’
assume that your content is great and should be ranked higher than
others. On the other hand, if search users are not happy with your
content and leave, Google will also get mad at you and push your
rankings to page 52.
This is the major reason why I encourage you to create more in-depth
articles. Because it takes less time to read a 500-word article, than it
takes to read a 2000+ words article. So the lengthier content has the
upper hand in Google listings page. What do you think?
So

ensure

your

article

uses

the

keywords

naturally

and

humanly

otherwise you will get traffic and lose them because of poor use of
keywords.
Avoid stuffing keywords
The last step to achieving appealing article for users is to avoid stuffing
keywords. You need to avoid using the keywords so many times in the
article

such

that

the

meaning

gets

distorted.

Placing

of

keywords

everywhere so many times in an article has two or three main negative
consequences. The first negative consequence is an instant turnoff of all
readers.
They

will

not

even

read

the

entire

article.

The

second

negative

consequence is that you will not gain anything from the readers who you
were targeting to buy or order a product or service from your website.
This will be a waste of bandwidth for you and no sale.
The third negative consequence is to get banned by Google. When your
website is banned by Google, no one will see your website on Google
and all the traffic you were getting form Google will be lost.
So consider all the four steps and you will write optimized articles with
keywords that are appealing to readers.

Practical Ways To Speed Up Your Site Speed

M

ost websites suffer from potential clients abandoning a purchase
action because the websites are slow.

You may not have known this truth, but Google wants your site to load
up as quickly as possible. Studies show that if a web page takes more
than 3 seconds to load, consumers will abandon it.
Site owners sometimes do not know yet this is one of the most
important things in online commerce. When you have a website, you need
to spend time and ensure that it loads faster and that you take all the
necessary steps to ensure the site speed is super.
First and foremost, before you can increase your site speed, you’ve to
know your current load time. Go to Pingdom speed tool. Plug your blog
URL into the search box. Click test now button:

If your speed is more than 3 seconds, you can improve it. When you
think about site speed, what are the possible steps which you can take
to ensure the speed of your site is improved?
I have ten practical and simple ways you can use to ensure the speed is
improved

and

the

site

loads

faster.

You

can

assign

your

web

administrator to check on these issues to ensure the speed of your site
is improved.
Minimize HTTP Requests
Yahoo stated that many websites speed are halted by the fact that every
time there is an HTTP request is made, all manner of different parts of a
page like images, style sheets, scripts and even flash will compete to
download. These factors or elements slow down site speed. To improve
the speed of a website, you need to:
 Streamline the count of the elements on your web page
 Instead of using images, try use CSS as much as possible
 Use multiple style sheets in one style sheet
 Lower the number of scripts on your web page and place them at the
bottom of your web page.
These will improve the site response when an HTTP request is received.
Reduce server response time
The best server response time is a period of less than 200 milliseconds.
Google says that it’s better to use a web app monitoring solution and
see which bottlenecks hamper your site performance.
There are so many resources you can think. One of them is Yslow.org
Yslow evaluate the speed of your site and gives you ideas on what
needs to be done to better speed.
You can also think of using Google's Page speed Tools see check what
issues to address on your website to achieve better performance.

Enable compression
Many large pages are normally over 100kb in size. When you have
several of these pages on your website, it will slow the performance of
your website.
You can zip the files using a technology called compression. Compression
lower the bandwidth each page requires to load it thus improving the
http response period. A tool known as Gzip.org can help you compress
your files.
Enable browser caching
When you enable browser cache, the different elements of a page will be
stored on users’ hard drive so that when they visit the website the
second time, only a few components or elements are downloaded.
This speed up the site load time as most of the files, images, style
sheets are loaded from the hard drive.
Minify Resources
There are tools we use for developing website but they end up creating
many unnecessary codes. All unnecessary codes increase the size of a
web page and this will affect the load time of a web page.
You need to remove all the free spaces, unnecessary codes so that the
size is minimized as much as possible. Google recommends that:
 You can use page speed insights chrome extension to minimize your
html page size and ensure it’s fully optimized. You can run the
analysis of your html page and see what you need to improve.
 You can minimize the CSS by use of YUI compressor as well as
cssmin.js.
 You can also minimise JavaScript by trying out closure compiler as
well as JSmin.

All these efforts will lower the resources used on your web page and
thus will speed up your website speed.
Optimize images
To reduce the size of the image, you need to concentrate on three
things; the size, format as well as src characteristic. The image size affect
the image load time as by extension the site load time.
You need to reduce the oversized images by using image editing tools to
crop the image to the correct size.
The image formats people mostly use include JPEG, JPG, PNG as well as
GIF though not all the formats are good. JPEG is considered the best
format for web page and is supported by all browsers. PNG is not
supported by all browsers while GIF is only good for small images or
even small graphics of tiny sizes.
The image src attribute is the code associated with an image. In html
file, the code of any particular image will be inserted using a line like
<img src=””>. Browsers will make a request to the directory of a site
page when an image has no source in the quotation marks area. This will
waste time of users.
Lower the number of plugins on your site
When you use so many plugins and add-ons, you will participate in
adding so many Java Scripts, files, images and generally your site will
end up being big in size and with so many files which every http request
will be downloaded - Thus lowering the site speed. Too many plugins will
do you more harm than the intended good.
So select those plugins which are dearly needed and those not required,
just get rid of and delete them from your plugin directory.
Don’t deactivate the plugins and leave them in the plugin directory. A lot
of plugins will leads to occasional crashes and other technical challenges
due to conflict of scripts.

Reduce redirects
All redirects are translated to http requests and thus many redirects
mean many http requests. This will lower the site load time and can drive
your potential customers away from your website.
Try Google recommendation which are mainly two points; use http
redirect to take your users to mobile user agents for mobile version of
your website and secondly, use <link rel=”alternate”> markup in your
desktop web pages to single out the mobile pages. This will lower the
redirection.
All these will help you improve your website speed.

Off-page: How to Get .Edu & .Gov Backlinks For Free

T

he truth is that many SEO practitioners know the value of .edu and
.gov backlinks and they have it known to everyone. Building .edu and

.gov backlinks is part of an elaborate process of off-page SEO.
There are several ways of building backlinks under off-page SEO and one
which has been found to be very effective is building .edu and .gov links.
As a website owner you need to know the sources of backlinks which
can add value to your website and make your ranking move faster.
Much as many strategies can lead to top ranking, building backlinks from
.edu and .gov makes ranking move really good. These backlinks are
respected and whenever Google and other search engines see them, they
give them much credit. There are three ways of getting these useful
backlinks to your website.
Contributing to education blogs
This is one good way of getting quality backlinks. You can use college
students who are still studying in the universities or colleges and who are
allowed to blog on the university websites.
You can go through college forums online and search for student
bloggers with account on university blogs. There are some good reputable
blogs and forums where you can search for these students. Just go to
Google and do a quick search for “forums + college students”
You can also look for blogs and forums which allow users to leave
quality comments with links. This is a golden opportunity for you to be
different from others. While others are using spamming software to post
things which are not related to the post, you can take your time and
post relevant content which will attract the moderators’ attention.

You can even try to dialogue with the moderators through the comment
section. Some moderators may give you a call or take their time to email
you because of your honest and genuine contribution. If you get that
opportunity, do not let it go. Do a good job and attract the attention of
the webmasters for many different universities.
Once you find opportunity to blog on one of the university blogs, you
can use that opportunity to get more access to other universities. So
long as your contribution is so pure and relevant to the student or
academics. This is something to look out for.
Remember not all universities will allow non-staff to blog on their blogs
because of issues of quality. So if specific university allows you to blog
on their blog or even government agency, make sure you offer the best
possible content to attract acceptance and reputation from and outside
the college, university or the government agency.

Commenting on education blog
Another avenue which you can use to draw a lot of backlinks is
commenting on education blogs. Unlike the first option, this one you want
to just genuinely comment and hope that your comment is accepted.
Sometimes ago, blogs would allow you comment with the keyword being
the name but it’s no longer acceptable by many blogs. So you may just
use your name and right a good comment. If the comment section allows
html code, you can use some code in the field.
You can research a number of university blogs with fields which are
relevant to your section, which you can target with commenting. Do not
just comment on all blogs which are university blogs. Just pick blogs
which are related to your topic. That will make your commenting
acceptable and eliminate spam that would get your comment deleted.

To find educational blogs that accept comments, do a search for any of
these strings:
“Education research + comment by intensedebate”
“Leave a comment + education united states
You’ll likely find a lot of educational blogs to write valuable and unique
comments. When you visit the blog, click their recent headline, scroll
down and write your comment. That’s all.
Once you have list of blogs you want to target with comments, you can
plan and do a systematic commenting, where you comment on 5 blogs
per week.
That way you will not be noticed by blogs and accused of spam. It
should be as natural as it can possibly get. A larger break like once in a
week is greater and healthy. If you can make it longer like that, then
twice a week per blog is great. That will ensure your effort is not wasted
and your comments will be approved.
Ensure that your comments are as relevant to the post as possible and
is not marketing in nature. Some people go to blogs to write marketing
statements and even put links. That will not go past the webmaster who
will likely tag it as a spam the moment they see the link on the pending
comment.
Contributing on Government blogs or sites
The third way to get .gov backlinks is to be a contributor on government
blogs or sites. This may be relatively easy than getting opportunity to be
a guest blogger on university blogs.
You need to search for government blogs or sites which allow you to
guest blog. You can also see some sites which allow citizens to publish
stories or news and become contributor. One way to contribute on

government sites is to offer to publish news relate to a topic of interest
to government covering a certain area. One of such is U.S. Department
of Veteran Affairs (site). They actually accept guest posts. Don’t be
scared, pitch them your guest article, but first study the type of content
they’re looking for:

Other opportunities to contribute a guest post on a government blog may
not be available so openly, you need to work closely with the editor,
submit some samples, make follow up and you will eventually get it.
Remember, the time you spent waiting is worth it, because a single
dofollow link from a government site will push your rankings to the top –
if your keywords are not too competitive.
You

can

also

get

some

people

who

already

contribute

on

some

government sites and enter into agreement with them to publish your
articles. You can even offer to write their articles and in exchange, they

also publish one of your articles for free. Don’t just take no for an
answer.
Look for every possible means to get some .edu and .gov backlinks for
your websites. They will increase your ranking and also improve your
credibility in the eyes of the major search engines like Google and Bing.
I use this same strategy for my blog. I’ve already gotten 24 links from
educational blog, and 9 quality links from a government site. See next:

You can hire some SEO specialist who offer .edu and .gov backlinks and
see how your website ranking changes.
Search online, you will see sites which offer such good service. There are
also those who will get money from you and you will not see any service
from them or what you will get will not be satisfactory. Be careful!

Creating Slides Presentation to Get High-Quality Links

C

reating PowerPoint slides and sharing online is one way of generating
quality traffic & backlinks. Unfortunately, many people do not

understand how this happens.
First, there are websites that allow you to create PowerPoint slides and
upload for free. Then they will generate a link that you can share with
other people. These sites become the sources of powerful backlinks to
your blog.
These sites are growing in number every day.
There are some famous sites already which offer this service for free. All
you need to do is sign up. That’s all.
Some of those sites include the slideshare, authorstream, Empressor,
myPlick,

powershow,

Prezi,

Projeqt,

Reel,

SlideBoom,

SlideRocket,

SlideServe among many others.
Generally, these sites have several common things among them. The first
thing which is common is that they host slide presentation for members.
Most of these websites allow members to have free account so you can
join several sites without paying. These sites have categories which mean
for every slide presentation you upload, you will assign it a category. E.g.
business, health, startup.
How to upload a slide presentation to Slideshare
Slideshare.net is undisputedly the leading and perhaps the largest online
community that host slide presentations. It’s a platform that helps you to
share presentation with other professionals, customers, business leaders
and even with peers. Anna Hoffman created a slideshare presentation
that generated over 200,000 visitors within a short period of time.

Imagine driving 1% of that traffic to your blog – that would be 2,000
visitors.
Slideshare.net hosts slides from different people and helps you to
discover as well what others are doing which is relevant to you. When
you follow someone on slideshow, all their slide presentations which they
upload will be delivered to you instantly.
Click upload
This is the starting point when you want to upload a slide presentation
to slideshare. You click on upload button for you to be taken to the
upload page.

Select the file
On the upload page, you will see ‘select the file’ button. On top of that
button, you will see the format of files accepted by the site.
You can share presentations in Powerpoint slides, infographic which can
also be in PowerPoint slides, documents in PDF format as well as videos.

You can also upload files from third party applicaton such as Dropbox,
Google Drive or Gmail.

>> Insert the title
Insert the name or title of the uploaded file. The default name of the file
when you upload it from your computer will populate this field but you
can edit it to your title of choice.
>> Select category
There are so many categories you can pick from. You just need to pick
a category most relevant to your presentation or slide.
Some of the categories you can pick from include automotive, business,
career, art and photos, data and analytics, design, economy and finance,
engineering, devices and hardware, education, environment, food, health
and medicine, health care, government and many others.
Scroll down the list and see which category your slide presentation is
most relevant to and pick it.

>> Add Description
This explains what your slide is all about. You can give one or two
statements explaining the nature of the content in your slide.
This description will go to the search engines as well as be provided as
summary of what is in the slides. Capture everything in one or two
statements

explaining

the

content

of

your

slides.

Write

description as you can. It’ll definitely help in the search engines.
>> Add Tags

as

much

Tags work like keyword here. Those words or phrases people can use to
find your slide online; you can insert the tags or keywords here
separated by commas. Ensure you use the most relevant keywords or
tags for your slide to be found by the right people.
If you use the wrong slides, you will not achieve a lot as the audience
the slide will attract will be wrong people and so you will not benefit.
>> Check status: whether private or public
You can select to make your slide public or private. Private slides will
only be seen by you or those you invite to see your slide.
Save and continue
You can save and move to the next step once you fill the title,
description, category and tags.
Embed code
This is the link you can use to insert the slide on to another page using
standard frame from Slideshare. You can embed the slide on every page
you want them to appear using this code.
View presentation
Once

everything

has

been

added

and

you

have

saved

the

slide

presentation, there will be a link where you can view the presentation.
This is the link you will use for marketing. You can market this link to
many people via social media networks such as facebook, twitter, Google
Plus, LinkedIn and others. You can also social bookmark this link so that
it ranks high.
In fact just the same way you market your web page; you can deploy
those strategies here. The useful backlinks you build for your slide
presentation, the more powerful your blog link on the slide will be. Don’t

forget to include your blog URL at the end of the slide. That is, if your
slide presentation contains 15 pages, put your blog URL at the 14th page.
Methods which can be used for gaining quality backlinks for you slide
presentation include social bookmarking, forum posting, blog commenting,
directory submission, article writing and publishing, video marketing, article
directory, guest blogging and so on.
So to gain more quality backlinks using slide presentation require use of
more sites like slideshare.
You could supercharge your slide presentation as well. Other similar sites
that will give you high traffic are authorstream, Empressor, myPlick,
powershow, Prezi, Projeqt, Reel, SlideBoom, SlideRocket and SlideServe are
just a few of those sites with high page rank and high traffic.
If you share your slide presentation on these sites them and link back to
your website, you will get very quality backlink, and quality search traffic
from Google because 95% of those sites have strong ranking power than
your blog would ever have.
You will also gain a lot of traffic from these sources which can turn into
sales. So the opportunity is out there for you to gain quality backlink for
your website using simple slide presentations.

Connecting with Authority Sites to Drive Traffic

A

ny blogger who finds him or herself sending lots of emails to
authority site owners with a proven strategy will succeed. Period!

Others look for authority using different strategies; some are ethical while
others may not necessarily be ethical. Why do people scramble for
opportunity to connect with other authority sites?
Advantages:
There are several advantages of connecting to authority sites which are
already performing well in the search engines. Some of the advantages
are:
You earn powerful backlinks
Authority

websites

will

bring

very

powerful

backlinks.

Some

of

the

backlinks we generate for our websites are not very helpful but with
authority websites, you will get links that Google really honor and that
link will give you a lot of traffic in return.
So when you get several links from different authority websites, your
search rankings will gradually improve, and so will the number of search
users to your site increase.
Google stopped looking at quantity of the backlinks a few years ago,
instead now looks at the quality of the backlinks.
You get more traffic
When you get connected to authority website, one of the things you will
enjoy is massive traffic. An authority website that enjoys millions of
visitors daily will bring your way a lot of visitors. It’s that simple.
You need to work hard to get linked to many authority websites. This will
guarantee you consistently drive the right visitors to your site.

There is normally a belief from the target audience, that any link they
find on a trusted site tend to be worthy of a recognition. In other words,
if you get a link from an authority site like Entrepreneur.com, Forbes.com,
Inc.com, it means that your site is worthy to be considered for whatever
product or service you offer.
So work on getting several of these sites connection. It’s not easy to get
them but with a lot of hard work, you will land the connection you
desire.
Increase your reputation
If you want your website to be reputable, there are several things which
you can do.
One of those things is to connect to various authority websites. You will
realise that your website will be highly regarded simply because you have
successfully connected to an authority site. Even when selling and you
mentioned that your website has been featured on certain sites that
alone will bring you more reputation and will make clients have the
confidence in buying your product.
Have you ever seen websites with a section like “partner sites” or
“certified with”, then you see websites listed like Google, Microsoft,
PayPal, Salesforce and others?
The objective is to make the readers know that this website is connected
to serious firms and therefore the website is serious and is worthy to be
recognized. That alone makes some people to order a service because
the trust and the brand they’ve built.
Get more clients
The other advantage of connecting to authority websites is to get more
clients. These authority sites are trusted and enjoy millions of traffic.

Anything found on those authority sites tend to be trusted and those
visitors referred from those authority sites will likely

become your

customers. So when you connect to many authority sites, you will gain
more visitors who will trust your services and products.
This will help you to make sales more than you normally would. Many of
these authority sites receive highly targeted visitors and so most of the
referrals from them will be relevant visitors.
Earn more connection with authority sites
Once you have connected to one authority site, you can use that
connection to win other important connections. That is why you will find
that it’s difficult to find the first connection because there is no reason
to put trust in you.
However, after you get the first connection, you will find it easy to win
other connections as you will quote the existing connection that you
already have.
This is why you will find one blogger who writes for more than five
authority blogs while so many bloggers have been looking for such
opportunity for years without success. Work on some strategies that can
help you achieve this objective of getting connection to many authority
sites.
Achieve a higher Search engine ranking
One other important thing about getting connected to authority sites is
that Google and other search engines respect these authority sites.
Any site that gets a link from these authority sites will get favourable
ranking by Google and other search engines. You will see that when you
get a link from authority site, that link will be indexed and in a matter of
days, your website ranking will have changed.

So if you work on getting several of these connections, you will boost
your rankings so much and send a horde of visitors to your site. And
you can easily achieve this within 45 days if you get to work now.
A show of confidence
When many websites allow you to connect with them, they are showing
some confidence in what you have done or have indicated to do. You
need to take that opportunity to prove that you need to be trusted more.
If a company connects with you, you need to ensure you deliver because
they have shown confidence in you. Again by you getting connection to
authority sites, this will give your customers and web visitors more
confidence in your business or your website. Always remember that.
You will get more sales because you visitors have confidence in you. Do
not allow that confidence to disappear. Work on sustaining it and ensure
that you deliver on every front to ensure you gain more trust.
Generally, connecting to authority websites is a big thing when you’re
looking to increase your search traffic. All you need to do is to maintain
high standards in your content, products and services.
This will enable you to keep the connections and add more, bring more
sales and ultimately enable your website to become an authoritative voice
as well. Work on getting more connections and deliver on every aspect of
your services and products to keep and win more connections.

How everyone is doing Guest Blogging the Wrong Way (What
You Need to Do)

T

here was a time guest blogging used to be the talk of the internet
especially on SEO forums. Many people were excited about guest

blogging because it was viewed as a win/win for both the blogger and
the owner of the blog.
The owner of the blog would accept people to write for them on their
blog and their blogs reputation would experience significant growth.
The bloggers who were writing were also gaining because they would
earn quality links back to their web pages and those of their clients. This
was a good idea for SEO and one which was a great invention.
This has changed over time but guest blogging is still resourceful for
increasing your search traffic. When you do a great guest blogging, you
will likely reap big returns for your efforts.
There are a lot of people who have abused guest blogging and have
made owners of blogs to refuse guest bloggers or introduce tricks for
contributors. It’s good as a blogger to know which ways people have
been doing guest blogging the wrong way and what you should do to
achieve the correct guest blogging that is profitable.
Spend time and research
Before you start guest blogging, you need to take time and do some
research. You need to look at the market space you find yourself in and
see how you can find the right blogs to guest blog in.
This is one thing people ignore. Identify blogs which you are to target.
Take your time and ensure you pick the correct blogs.

This is one thing people have not been doing. How funny? This is
damaging to you as a blogger and your email may be included easily in
a spam bank for others to notice too.
When you take time to research, you will develop a list of blogs in your
market segment or blogs that talks on a lot of topics, yours included.
Concentrate on your niche
This is also something many bloggers have been doing. You need to
spend time on blogs which are related to your niche. How well this
message should be spoken is something of debate?
Any kind of blog will not give you the right link juice that will impact
your rankings. In many cases, such backlinks are more damaging to your
blog. It’s better to stay without a link, than to attract the wrong ones.
That is why people engage in removing backlinks because such nonrelated backlinks hinder ranking on major search engines. Pick your niche
and operate within it.
Don’t go overboard with your campaign. When you operate within your
niche, you will not be banned or included in the spam bank by anyone
because your message to them will be relevant.

Work on quality not quantity
A few years ago SEO was about the number of backlinks you could
generate. Google and other search engines later modified this requirement
to the number of backlinks.
This has since changed and today, you don’t need to concentrate on
quantity but quality. You need to work on quality backlinks – that’s where
the real profit lies.

Relevance is also a key factor in Google algorithm. If you want search
traffic, you’ve to be relevant with your content, links and blogs.
For example, when you post a gambling article on a church blog with so
many bible verses, you will have wasted that article and Google will also
not take you seriously. Don’t fall for the trap that many guest bloggers
have also fallen in.
As a guest blogger, you don’t need to post unrelated stuff on other
blogs. It shows that you don’t respect them as the owners of those blogs
and you also don’t respect yourself. You will be wasting time to post
unrelated things on others sites; they will block you and delete your post.
Respect other people’s blogs
You want traffic, so do other bloggers. You need to appreciate every blog
owner who allows you to guest blog on their blogs. Remember that they
have honored you by simply saying “YES” to your request.
They have used money set up and manage the blog, so it should not
just be where you dump poor content. You should think of the readers,
the blog owners and what you are promoting plus the time you are
wasting posting unrelated stuff.
Many bloggers make this mistake but for you to last longer as a guest
blogger and become reputable, you got to do the right thing.
Play by the rules
When you join a website, there is a page called terms and conditions
and for you to join a website, you must have accepted the terms and
condition of the website. What does the terms and condition say? Do you
take time and read them?
You should if you have not been doing so. Many bloggers just look for
register and they join and all the rest is not important.

The moment you ignore instructions on a website, you are wasting time
and it’s not helping you. Read the terms and conditions or the guest
blog guidelines. If there is rejection policy, read that page too and
understand how you need to relate with the blog in a profitable manner.
Lastly, you can make a lot of money as a guest blogger if you play
correctly. There are so many people who pay a lot of money to guest
blogger to post their articles on certain blogs with a link back.
There are also people who pay a lot of money to people so that their
articles are written and they trust bloggers who blog on international or
very popular blogs. If you play by the rules, you will get the opportunity
to make money as a guest blogger, in addition to driving traffic to your
blog.

Importance of Getting Social Signals to Improve Search
Rankings

G

one are the days when people used to do search engine ranking
without thinking about social media sites. Those gone days people

would plan for SEO and in their plan, social media marketing would not
be part of it.
Social signals are so critical to your rankings. Why are social signals so
important now?
Social signals refers to the human view or action towards a link or a
product or service on social media platforms in the form of likes, tweets,
follows, retweets, reviews and even favorites.
When users like one product than others on a site, that product should
be good. On the other hand, if people don’t like your content or product
and they don’t follow it, two things may be happening; the content is not
popular or good and, or you’re not known in the blogging world.
Social signals is the sum total of the likes, tweets, follows, retweets,
reviews that human beings give links, products, services or websites
online.
Search engines never used to consider these human actions but later in
their attempt to appeal to users and give them the right results, social
signals have to come in.
The argument is simple, a web page, a product, link or service cannot be
popular on social media through getting many likes, tweets, retweets,
reviews or even comments if that link, product or service is not good.
Therefore search engines started using social signals as one of their
ranking factors as they seek to rank in a more organic manner.

Why are social signals important to search engine ranking and even to
businesses? Search engines have tried to look into these advantages and
that partly influences the concept of using social signals as a ranking
factor.
Popularity
Social signals are more like tools or metrics that shows how popular or
less popular a product, service, link or a website is. The more popular
the site is, the most likely search engines will give it more favorable
ranking because people love it.
In fact, I have seen many web pages that rank so well on search engines
because of their popularity and they don’t do a lot of SEO to attain such
rankings.
When you see a website, link, product or service that is popular online, it
shows that the website, product or service is truly good. Search engines
will use that popularity in its rankings.
Get your web pages indexed
The social signals also help search engines to constantly index a web
page. The social media networks of today are indexed several times in a
day because of the new content people add on those sites.
This means that every time a social signal is added, it will be indexed by
search engine in a matter of minutes and that will improve the ranking.
More traffic
Many times social signals boost traffic to web pages. In fact, there is no
source of more free traffic than the major social media giants.
Sites like facebook, Google Plus, Twitter, Linkedin, Pinterest and many
others allow users to get free traffic because a lot of people are able to
read what you post, especially if it’s helpful.

So when you use facebook, you get a lot of traffic through posts on
your walls, post on groups’ walls as well as post on pages. All these will
bring you a lot of traffic for free.
The same concept works with twitter, Google plus and Linkedin. These
sites will give you more traffic. The more traffic you get the more
likelihood that that you’ll get more followers, likes, retweets, re-sharing,
clicks on your links and even sale.
Recent

research

revealed

that

social

media

generates

sales

for

businesses. So by merely sharing on a social media site, you can get
some sales for your business. You just have to be consistent.
So social signals have several advantages and ultimately affect Search
engine rankings on major search engines like Google, Bing or yahoo
positively. You need to plan well on how your website or web page will
get some social signals. This will help your business to grow. You need
to ensure that you earn a lot of social signals but in a natural ways as
well.
Action time...
I’m sure you’ve been inspired to go out there and position your blog to
drive more search traffic to your blog? In reality, if you don’t put the tips
here to work, it’ll never work for you. And I’m certain that in just 45
days, you’ll double your traffic from Google search engine.
Note: I’m still getting feedback before I finally launch the final version of
this e-book. I need your testimonial, reviews or comments. Please go here
to leave one:
Thanks for download, and reading my first major e-book.
If you need any SEO and content marketing solutions, I’m ready to help you
improve your organic traffic, page views and rankings. Contact me here.
Michael Chibuzor – Chief Content Marketer

